
TUNE IN WORLD HOTSPOTS ON A PORTABLE

Our Best World -Band Radio!
AM/FM/LW/Shortwave

 Digital Tuning  Dual -Time LCD Display
 Easy -to -Program 45 -Station Memory  BFO

NEW!

Realistic DX -390. Our finest -ever
 SW portable! Continuous 150 kHz to

29.999 MHz AM/SSB-CW coverage and local FM
stereo. Memory provides one -touch tuning for 18
SW stations, and nine each on AM, FM and LW.
Adjustable -pitch BFO lets you hear Hams and
other services using SSB voice and CW (code).
LCD displays frequency, modes, dual times. Has
scan tuning, clock -radio wake and "sleep" auto -
shutoff, AM bandwidth and RF-gain controls, 4"
monaural speaker. Jacks: stereo headphone, ex-
ternal antenna and DC power. 79/,6 x x 2"he.
Requires 3 "AA" and 4 "C" batteries or AC or DC
adapter. (TSP available) 2399520-214 .... Low As $15 Per Month

Budget 12 -Band Receiver
Realistic DX -350. This ultracompact portable
tunes AM, FM, longwave and nine individually
selectable international shortwave broadcast
bands. Easy to use. This is a great radio for
anyone traveling or serving overseas. Features
slide-action band selectors, LED tuning indica-
tor, built-in speaker, jacks for adding headphone
and external power. 41/8 x 615/16 x 19/16'! NEW LOW

Requires 4 "AA" batteries or AC or DC PM!
adapter. Was $69.95 in 1991 Catalog. 5995
(TSP available) 20-209

Digital Tuning 4 -Band
Realistic DX -370. All -pushbutton digital tuning
with LCD frequency display and 24 -hour clock.
Tunes 3.2-7.3 and 9.5-21 MHz shortwave, AM,
and FM stereo. Memory for 10 SW stations and
five each on AM/FM. Also works as a portable
clock radio with wake and "sleep" auto -shutoff
functions. Monaural speaker. Jacks for adding
stereo headphone and external power. 47/16 x
611/16 x 19/16". Requires 4 "AA" batteries or AC or
DC adapter. (TSP available) 119"20-211 .. Low As $15 Per Month

DX -390 l'u---: "N"

Direct Channel Entry and SSB
Realistic DX -440. Precise digital tuning with full
150 kHz -29.999 MHz AM/CW-SSB coverage and
FM stereo. Has LCD frequency/time display and
9 -station memory. Also works as a portable clock
rack, with wake and "sleep" auto -shutoff. Has
RF.gain, BFO pitch, FM mono/stereo and AM
bandwidth controls. Monaural speaker. Jacks:
stereo headphone, ext. antenna, power. 672 x
111/2 x 21/4" Requires 2 "AA" and 6 "D" batteries
or AC or DC adapter. (TSP available) 142995
20-221 ....Low As $15 Per Month 1

Shortwave Listening is Easy With a Realistic Voice of the World® Radio
Interesting, Educational, Incredible Variety! Imagine hearing the
news-in English or a foreign language-from London, Moscow,
Tokyo, Jerusalem and other major cities. Today, you might hear
music and a soccer match from South America. Tonight, a religious
broadcast from Cairo or Boston. Tomorrow, you could be among the
first to learn about major events. Shortwave lets you keep up with
news where relatives are traveling or working. It's a welcome link

to home for anyone serving overseas. Shortwave is helpful for
language students, too. Models DX -440 and DX -390 take you even
further with SSB voice and code reception. You'll hear Hams world-
wide, ships at sea and more. Listening to shortwave is unlike listen-
ing to local broadcasts. Reception conditions vary and you don't
always get every station every day-just one more reason why
shortwave is an interesting hobby, an exciting challenge, and fun!
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